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 22 

High spin-orbit torques (SOTs) generated by topological materials and heavy metals 23 

interfaced with a ferromagnetic layer show promise for next generation magnetic memory 24 

and logic devices. SOTs generated from the in-plane spin polarization along y-axis 25 

originated by the spin Hall and Edelstein effects can switch magnetization collinear with 26 

the spin polarization in the absence of external magnetic fields. However, an external 27 

magnetic field is required to switch the magnetization along x and z-axes via SOT 28 

generated by y-spin polarization. Here, we present that the above limitation can be 29 

circumvented by unconventional SOT in magnetron-sputtered thin film MnPd3. In 30 



2 

 

addition to the conventional in-plane anti-damping-like torque due to the y-spin 31 

polarization, out-of-plane and in-plane anti-damping-like torques originating from z-spin 32 

and x-spin polarizations, respectively have been observed at room temperature. The spin 33 

torque efficiency (𝜽𝒚) corresponding to the y-spin  polarization from MnPd3 thin films 34 

grown on thermally oxidized silicon substrate and post annealed at 400 ℃ is 0.34 - 0.44 35 

while the spin conductivity (𝝈𝒛𝒙𝒚 ) is ~ 5.70 – 7.30× 10
5
 ℏ 𝟐𝒆⁄  Ω-1

m
-1

. Remarkably, we have 36 

demonstrated complete external magnetic field-free switching of perpendicular Co layer 37 

via unconventional out-of-plane anti-damping-like torque from z-spin polarization. Based 38 

on the density functional theory calculations, we determine that the observed x- and z- spin 39 

polarizations with the in-plane charge current are due to the low symmetry of the (114) 40 

oriented MnPd3 thin films. Taken together, the new material reported here provides a path 41 

to realize a practical spin channel in ultrafast magnetic memory and logic devices. 42 

 43 
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Efficient control of magnetization at ultra-high speed has been of prime interest to the 46 

spintronics community1. Spin-orbit torque (SOT) has provided efficient and ultrafast control of 47 

magnetization in magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) and logic devices2,3. SOT 48 

has been observed in magnetic semiconductor4 and heavy metals5–7, topological insulators8–12, 49 

antiferromagnets13–17, and semimetals18–20 interfaced with a ferromagnetic layers. The charge 50 

current injected into the non-magnetic layer (spin channel) along the x-direction generates a spin 51 

current along z-direction with spin polarization (�̂�) pointing along y-direction (�̂�𝑦) in heavy 52 

metals due to the bulk spin Hall effect. In the case of topological insulators and Weyl semimetals 53 

non-equilibrium spin-density is accumulated at the interface due to the time reversal symmetry 54 

protected spin momentum locking21. SOTs exerted on the ferromagnet with in-plane magnetic 55 

anisotropy (IMA) are in-plane anti-damping-like (𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒚 ∝ �̂� × (�̂�𝑦 × �̂�)) and out-of-plane 56 

field-like (𝝉𝑭𝑳 ∝ �̂�𝑦 × �̂�), where �̂� is magnetization unit vector. Spin current with �̂� along z -57 

direction (�̂�𝑧) has been observed in transition-metal dichalcogenides18,20,22 and, ferromagnets 58 

interfaced with light metals23 with the charge current flow along x-direction. SOT due to �̂�𝑧 59 

exerts torque along the out-of-plane direction (𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒛 ∝ �̂� × (�̂�𝑧 × �̂�)),   which will enable 60 

external field free and low power switching of the out-of-plane magnetization24. Recently, �̂� 61 

along the x-direction (�̂�𝑥) has been reported in the uncompensated antiferromagnet Mn3GaN in 62 

addition to �̂�𝑦 and �̂�𝑧 due to the low magnetic symmetry17. SOT due to �̂�𝑥 exerts torque along in-63 

plane direction (𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒙 ∝ �̂� × (�̂�𝑥 × �̂�)), which will deterministically switch the magnetization 64 

along the x-direction in the absence of external magnetic field. The figure of merit of charge to 65 

spin conversion is known as the spin torque efficiency 𝜃𝑘 ∝ 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑘𝜎𝑥𝑥, where 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑘  (i, j, and k refers to 66 

the spin current flow, charge current flow, and spin polarization directions, respectively) and 𝜎𝑥𝑥  67 
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are spin and charge conductivities, respectively. 𝜃𝑘 needs to be high for efficient control of the 68 

magnetization. Furthermore, to avoid current shunting through a conducting ferromagnetic layer 69 

high 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑘  is also required25. Another important requirement for the integration of a spin channel 70 

into semiconductor IC technology is the tolerance of SOT materials to thermal annealing at 400 71 

℃. However, there has not been a practical spin channel which can handle post annealing at that 72 

temperature, and also possesses high 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒚 along with 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒙 and 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒛, enabling deterministic 73 

switching of in-plane magnetization along y, in-plane magnetization along x, and out-of-plane 74 

magnetization, respectively, without the need of applying an external magnetic field. 75 

To achieve high density magnetic memory and logic devices, perpendicular magnetic 76 

anisotropy (PMA) is desired26. PMA switching via SOT from heavy metals5–7 and topological 77 

insulators11,12,27,28 has been reported at the room temperature in the presence of an external 78 

magnetic field. Partial PMA switching has been observed on PtMn/[Co/Ni]x
13, IrMn/CoFeB14, 79 

and PtMn/CoFeB/Gd/CoFeB16 stack structures, in the absence of external magnetic field, but 80 

with the help of exchange bias. Stray fields from an in-plane magnetic layer present above or 81 

below the spin channel can facilitate external magnetic field-free PMA switching, but current 82 

shunting and magnetic interference between different magnetic layers pose severe design 83 

constraints in this approach29,30. Combination of SOT and spin transfer torque (STT) can also 84 

switch PMA in the absence of external magnetic field, but STT could lead to reduced endurance 85 

of magnetic tunnel barrier and slower magnetization switching31. Fast switching of the 86 

magnetization with lower critical current densities (𝐽𝑠𝑤  ) can be achieved when the charge 87 

current flow and magnetization are collinear, however, this geometry still requires an external 88 

magnetic field to achieve magnetization switching7. Here, we present SOT from sputtered MnPd3 89 

thin films post annealed at 400 ℃ that can generate a spin current with �̂�  along all three axes 90 
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due to the charge current flow along x-direction, which represents a major advance over the 91 

literature and overcomes significant limitations of the existing SOT materials.  92 

 93 

 94 

 95 

Fig. 1. Characterization of MnPd3 thin film:  a, Schematic diagram of D023 MnPd3 unit cell. 96 

b, XRD of Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (50 nm) film, post-annealed at 400 ºC for 30 min. c, Cross-section 97 

TEM image of Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (10 nm)/CoFeB (5 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm)  sample.   d, Four 98 

terminal resistance as a function of temperature of Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (10 nm) sample. 99 
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The MnPd3 thin films were magnetron sputtered at room temperature on 300 nm thick 100 

thermally oxidized silicon substrates. The thin films with the stack structure Si/SiO2/MnPd3  (t 101 

nm)/CoFeB (5 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) with IMA were prepared for the SOT 102 

characterization with t = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, and 24 nm, respectively. Unless otherwise stated, 103 

these films will be labeled MP4 - MP24, in which the number denotes the MnPd3 thickness. All 104 

samples were post annealed at 400 ℃ for 30 minutes. Using Rutherford backscattering, the 105 

atomic composition of Mn and Pd in MnPd3 film is 28% and 72% (data not shown), respectively.  106 

Fig. 1a shows the unit cell of MnPd3. We performed grazing incidence θ - 2θ X-ray 107 

diffraction (XRD) measurements on a Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (50 nm) sample, as shown in Fig. 1b. For 108 

the grazing incidence XRD measurement Φ and Ω were fixed at 20° and 3.5°, respectively. From 109 

the intensity of the peaks and pole figures (Supplementary 1 and Fig. S1), its notable that MnPd3 110 

film has a strong (114) texture. The lattice parameters are estimated to be a = 3.89 Å, b = 3.88 Å, 111 

and c = 15.42 Å indexed by using ref. (32). The cross-section transmission electron microscopy 112 

(TEM) bright image of the MP10 sample is presented in Fig. 1c. The high angle annular dark 113 

field (HAADF) image (data not shown) and the bright image both show that the MnPd3 layer 114 

grown on thermally oxidized silicon is polycrystalline. The CoFeB and MgO layers are also 115 

polycrystalline. The electric and magnetotransport measurements were performed on 116 

Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (10 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) heterostructure, it will be labelled as MnPd (10 117 

nm) sample (Supplementary 2 and Fig. S2). The resistivity shows metallic behavior coinciding 118 

with the possible transition from a paramagnetic to an antiferromagnetic state below 50 K, as 119 

shown in Fig. 1d. The ordinary Hall resistance as a function of the external magnetic field is non-120 

linear at small fields. From the high-field linear region, we estimate a carrier concentration of 4.4 121 

× 1022/cm3. At room temperature the values of anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) and planar 122 
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Hall resistance (PHR) are estimated to be 0.012% and 20 mΩ in MnPd (10 nm) sample, 123 

respectively. The Néel temperature of MnPd (10 nm) sample is approximately 37 K inferred 124 

from using temperature-dependent magnetometry (Supplementary 3 and Fig. S3). Polarized 125 

neutron reflectometry (PNR) measurements show weak ferromagnetism, persisting upto room 126 

temperature, in MnPd3 films possibly originating from uncompensated Mn moments, Mn 127 

clusters, or local ferromagnetic Mn-based compound formation. At room temperature the 128 

ferromagnetic component of the magnetization in MnPd3 is determined to be 9 ± 1.9 kA/m using 129 

polarized neutron reflection (PNR) whereas at 6 K it is ~ 43 ± 3.4 kA/m (Supplementary 4 and 130 

Fig. S4).  131 

 132 

 133 

Fig. 2. SOT characterization using Second Harmonic Hall (SHH)  technique on 134 

Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (x nm)/CoFeB (5 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm):  a, Schematic diagram showing 135 

in-plane charge current generated spin current with spin polarizations along three axes. The red 136 
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spheres represent electrons and yellow arrows represent spin magnetic moment, respectively. b, 137 

and c, 𝑅𝑥𝑦1𝜔 and 𝑅𝑥𝑦2𝜔 , respectively, as a function of in-plane magnetic field rotation at a fixed 138 

amplitude of 200 mT in MP12 sample. d, e, and f, Effective spin torque efficiency due to the in-139 

plane anti-damping-like, in-plane and out-of-plane anti-damping-like and field-like torques, 140 

respectively, as a function of MnPd3 film thickness. The Hall bar device used for this 141 

measurement was 10 µm wide and 130 µm long, respectively. 142 

We performed SOT measurements using SHH technique on MP4-MP24 samples, control 143 

MP (10 nm) and Si/SiO2/ CoFeB (5 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) samples, and a reference 144 

Si/SiO2/Pt (10 nm)/CoFeB (5 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) ( labelled as  Pt10 sample) sample33. 145 

The MP4-MP24 samples and reference sample were patterned into Hall bars with length 130 and 146 

width 10 µm, respectively. The details of the SHH are presented in Supplementary 5 and Fig. S5. 147 

The a.c. current injected into the Hall bar induces effective spin-orbit fields, which oscillate the 148 

magnetization around its equilibrium position, and as a result, a SHH voltage is induced. In the 149 

SHH measurement, the sample is rotated in the x-y plane under constant static magnetic field to 150 

keep the magnetization in a single domain state. The spin current with the spin magnetic moment 151 

pointing along the negative y-axis and positive x-and z-axes get accumulated between MnPd3 and 152 

CoFeB layers as shown in Fig. 2a. Thus, accumulated spin currents exert 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒙 , 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒚 and 153 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒛 , 𝝉𝑭𝑳 on the CoFeB layer along the in-plane and out-of-plane directions, respectively. In 154 

addition, the Oersted field ( OeH ) generated due to the a.c. current flow in the MnPd3 layer exerts 155 

an Oersted torque (𝝉𝑶𝒆) on the CoFeB layer. Fig. 2b shows 𝑅𝑥𝑦1𝜔 as a function of the in-plane 156 

magnetic field angle (𝜑). 𝑅𝑥𝑦1𝜔 fits perfectly to the 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜑, indicating that the out-of-plane field 157 

projection due to the imperfect sample mounting is absent. 𝑅𝑥𝑦2𝜔 as a function of magnetic field 158 

angle is presented in Fig. 3c. Since the torques have different dependencies with 𝜑, we can 159 
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extract 𝑅𝑥𝑦2𝜔 due to different types of torques using SHH. In MP10 sample, the extracted spin-160 

orbit fields associated with the 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒙, 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒚, 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒛 , and 𝝉𝑭𝑳 are (0.02 ± 0.002), (0.132 ± 161 

0.002), (0.0036 ± 0.0003), and (0.019 ± 0.00) mT per 106 A/cm2, respectively. These values of 162 

the 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒚 and 𝝉𝑭𝑳 are comparable or better than the previous reports on heavy 163 

metals/ferromagnet33, TIs/ferromagnet11,12, and Weyl semimetal/ferromagnets19. In Fig. 2d 164 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓as a function of MnPd3 film thickness is presented, which shows heavy metal like behavior. 165 

The simple drift-diffusion model (Eqn. 1) can be utilized to extract bulk spin-torque efficiency 166 

figure of merit (𝜃𝑦(𝑡 ≈ ∞)) and spin-diffusion length (𝜆) , 167 

 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜃𝑦(𝑡 ≈ ∞)(1 − sech (𝑡𝜆))     (1) 168 

where 𝑡 is MnPd3 film thickness. This drift-diffusion model considers that the spin current 169 

generated by the bulk of thin films is completely absorbed by the ferromagnetic layer without 170 

any dissipation at the interface and back-flow of the spin current. 𝜃𝑦(𝑡 ≈ ∞) and 𝜆 obtained by 171 

ordinary drift-diffusion model are 0.34 and 6.30 nm, respectively. Now by considering spin-back 172 

flow the drift-diffusion model can be modified into34–36: 173 

𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜃𝑦(𝑡 ≈ ∞)(1 − sech (𝑡𝜆))[1+tanh (( 𝑡2𝜆)2𝜌𝜆𝐺↑↓ ]−1   (2) 174 

where 𝜌 is bulk resistivity, 𝐺↑↓ is spin-mixing conductivity, respectively. The red line in Fig. 2d 175 

is a fit to Eqn. (2) with 𝜃𝑦(𝑡 ≈ ∞) and 𝜆 as independent fitting parameters. 𝐺↑↓ values of MP4 176 

and MP24 samples are estimated to be 4.54 × 1014 m-2 and 3.70 × 1015 m-2, respectively. The 177 

extracted values of 𝜃𝑦(𝑡 ≈ ∞) and 𝜆 are 0.44 and 5.88 nm, respectively for 𝐺↑↓value of 4.54 × 178 

1014 m-2. 𝜌 value used for the fitting was 60 µΩcm obtained by measuring four terminal 179 
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resistance of Sub/MnPd3 (20 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) sample. The extracted values of 180 𝜃𝑦(𝑡 ≈ ∞) and 𝜆 are 0.36 and 6.30 nm, respectively for 𝐺↑↓ value of 3.70 × 1015 m-2. The values 181 

of the 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦  corresponding to 𝜃𝑦 (0.34 - 0.44) are estimated to be (5.67 – 7.33) × 105 ℏ 2𝑒⁄  Ω-1m-1. 182 

These values of 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦  are among the largest for the reported values of the antiferromagnets15,37, 183 

heavy metals6,38,39, topological insulators8,11, and Weyl semimetals19. 𝑅𝑥𝑦2𝜔 in the control samples 184 

does not show any field or 𝜑 dependence indicating that the SOTs in the MP samples originates 185 

from the MnPd3 layer (Supplementary 5 and Figs. S5 and S6). The values for the spin-orbit fields 186 

associated with 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒚 and 𝝉𝑭𝑳 of the reference Pt10 sample are estimated to be (0.040 ± 0.003) 187 

and (0.012 ± 0.001) mT per 106 A/cm2, respectively (Supplementary 7 and Fig. S7). The 188 

estimated value of 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 and 𝜃𝐹𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 are (0.07 ± 0.01) and (0.02 ± 0.002), respectively in agreement 189 

with the previous reports6,33,40. After post annealing at 400 ℃, the reference Pt10 sample does 190 

not show a SHH signal, suggesting that its SOT did not withstand such annealing.  191 

As presented in Fig. 2e, 𝜃𝑧𝑒𝑓𝑓 and 𝜃𝑥𝑒𝑓𝑓 do not depend on the MnPd3 film thickness as 192 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 does.  𝜃𝐹𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 shown in Fig. 2d also does not show any specific MnPd3 film thickness 193 

dependence. The 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑧,𝑒𝑓𝑓 value in MP12 sample is as large as ~ 0.14 × 105 ℏ 2𝑒⁄  Ω-1m-1.𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑧,𝑒𝑓𝑓 in 194 

MP samples is comparable or better than recent reports on WTe2/Py18 and Mn3GaN/Py17. 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑥,𝑒𝑓𝑓 195 

in MP12 sample is 0.77 × 105 ℏ 2𝑒⁄  Ω-1m-1. These values of 𝜃𝑘and 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑘  are largest among the 196 

reported values as listed in Table 1. The difference in the thickness dependence of the 𝜃𝑥,𝑦,𝑧𝑒𝑓𝑓  197 

indicate that their origins are also different. 198 

 We also performed ST-FMR measurement on MP10 sample as a confirmation of the 199 

observed SOT with SHH technique. The details of ST-FMR are presented in Supplementary 8 200 
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and Fig. S8. 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 estimated by using ST-FMR of MP10 sample is (0.21 ± 0.01) whereas it is 201 

(0.22 ± 0.03) estimated using SHH. We also prepared reference samples Si/SiO2/Pt (6 and 10 202 

nm)/CoFeB (5 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) (labelled as Pt6 and Pt10 samples) and Si/SiO2/W (6 203 

nm)/CoFeB (2 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) (labelled as W sample) for the ST-FMR 204 

measurements. 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 of as deposited Pt samples is 0.06 ± 0.01 and 0.08 ± 0.01, respectively 205 

(Supplementary 9 and Fig. S9). However, after post annealing at 400 ℃ the reference Pt samples 206 

do not show a ST-FMR signal, suggesting that SOT did not withstand the annealing process. 207 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 of as deposited W sample is determined to be -0.43 ± 0.03 at 6 GHz excitation frequency. 208 

The estimated 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦,𝑒𝑓𝑓 is -1.43 × 105 ℏ 2𝑒⁄  Ω-1m-1. This value of 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 of the as deposited W 209 

sample is comparable to the previous report41. 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 of the W sample post annealed at 400 ℃ for 210 

30 minutes is estimated to be -0.011 and the corresponding 𝜎𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 is -0.13 × 105 ℏ 2𝑒⁄  Ω-1m-1 211 

(Supplementary 9 and Fig. S9). 212 

  213 
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 214 

 215 

Table 1: Summary of 𝜽𝒌, 𝝈𝒊𝒋𝒌 , and ρ of different spin channels post annealed at different 216 

temperatures and measured at room temperature. 217 

Materials ρ 

(µΩcm) 

𝜃𝑥𝑒𝑓𝑓  𝜃𝑦 𝜃𝑧𝑒𝑓𝑓  𝜃𝐹𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓  𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦 (ℏ 2𝑒⁄  

105 Ω-1m-1) 

Jsw  

(MA/cm2) 

Switched 

magnetic 

anisotropy 

Hx 

(mT) 

Post 

annealing 

temp (℃) 

This work 60 - 95 0.053 0.34-0.44 0.018 0.06 5.7-7.3 11-24.7 IMA-PMA Zero  400 

Pt40 40 - 0.14 - 0.08 3.5 50 PMA 70 As dep. 

W38 188 - -0.22 - -0.022 -1.2 1142 PMA 20 20042-30038 

MnGaN17 225 -0.013 0.025 0.018 -0.15 0.11 - - - As dep. 

WTe2
18 380 - 0.03 0.013 0.034 0.08 - - - As dep. 
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 218 

Fig. 3. Demonstration of external magnetic field-free out-of-plane magnetization switching 219 

via z-spin polarization generated anti-damping spin-orbit torque:   a, The anomalous Hall 220 

resistance as a function of out-of-plane external field. b, Switching of perpendicular Co layer via 221 

SOT under the application of -8 mT and -20 mT along x-direction for MP (10 nm)/Co (1 nm) and 222 

MP (12 nm)/Co (1 nm)  samples, respectively. c, and d, Field-free perpendicular Co layer 223 

switching via out-of-plane anti-damping-like torque generated by z-spin polarization. The Hall 224 

bar with a length of 130 μm and a width of 10 μm was used for the magnetization switching 225 

experiment. 226 

In order to demonstrate external magnetic field-free PMA switching, we prepared 227 

Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (10 and 12 nm)/Co (1 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) samples (will be labelled as 228 

MP10/Co1 and MP12/Co1 samples). MP10/Co1 and MP12/Co1 samples were annealed at 400 229 
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ºC for 30 minutes in vacuum and subsequently field-cooled under the application of an out-of-230 

plane magnetic field of 0.45 T. Fig. 3a shows anomalous Hall resistance (RAHE) as a function of 231 

out-of-plane magnetic field. The hysteretic RAHE loop confirms PMA is present in the Co layer. 232 

Alternatively, magnetometry was also used to confirm that PMA is present in MP10/Co1 sample 233 

(Supplementary 3 and Fig. S3b). Fig. 3b shows current-induced SOT magnetization switching 234 

under the presence of negative external magnetic fields. The write d.c. current pulse width used 235 

for PMA switching is 20 ms, which is followed by a read current of 0.4 mA. The full switching 236 

of magnetization occurs in MP10/Co1 and MP12/Co1 samples at ~ 10.1 mA and 9.5 mA, 237 

respectively. Then, in the absence of  external magnetic field, the d.c. current in pulses is swept 238 

from -36 mA to + 36 mA with a step size of 1.06 mA. For MP10/Co1 as shown in Fig. 3c, partial 239 

switching of the magnetization occurs at a positive current of about 10.78 mA, and complete 240 

switching occurs at ~ 32.4 mA (~37.0 MA/cm2). In the subsequent reverse sweep partial 241 

switching of magnetization occurs at ~ -10.87 mA and complete switching occurs at ~- 31.63 242 

mA. For MP12/Co1 sample as shown in Fig. 3d, partial switching of magnetization occurs at a 243 

positive current of ~ 11.35 mA. Continuously sweeping the d.c. pulses switches the remaining 244 

magnetization at ~ 30.92 mA (~24.7 MA/cm2). Subsequently reverse sweeping the current 245 

pulses, partial switching of magnetization occurs at ~ - 9.60 mA and switching of remaining 246 

magnetization occurs at ~ – 33.32 mA. Since the RAHE values obtained by field sweep and current 247 

sweep are close, we can conclude that the full switching of PMA has been observed in both PMA 248 

samples. 𝐽𝑠𝑤  values observed in our PMA samples without external magnetic field is comparable 249 

or better than the previously reported values in Pt/Co5,6 ( ~23-100 MA/cm2), Pd0.25Pt0.75/Co43 250 

(~22 MA/cm2), Pt/antiferromagnet44 with external magnetic field. The SOT switching of 251 

magnetization in our PMA samples results from the interplay of 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒙, 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒚, 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒛, and 𝝉𝑭𝑳. 252 
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In the presence of external magnetic field the RAHE vs I loop shows similar behavior as that of 253 

positive 𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓 such as in the case of Pt/Co/AlOx5,6. In the absence of an external magnetic field, if 254 

there is only 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒛, PMA switching occurs via anti-damping process, which is confirmed by 255 

numerically solving Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation (Supplementay 10 and Fig. S10b). 256 

In the presence of a relatively weaker 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒛 and 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒙 and strong 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒚  the magnetization is 257 

partially switched at a lower current (~10 mA), which results in an intermediate state. The 258 

intermediate state can occur due to an insufficient external magnetic field, which is unable to 259 

completely break mirror symmetry45. Previously, intermediate magnetic states were observed 260 

below threshold 𝐽𝑠𝑤  (Ref. 46). The external magnetic field-free switching of PMA 261 

unambiguously demonstrates the presence of �̂�𝑧 generated 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒛 in the MP samples. These 262 

experimental results of PMA switching have been qualitatively reproduced by the LLG 263 

simulations (Supplementary 10 and Figs. S10c and S10d). The intermediate states observed 264 

could be utilized for neuromorphic computing13. In addition to field-free PMA switching, we 265 

also performed field-free magnetization switching of the in-plane CoFeB layer in MP24 sample, 266 

as detected by using unidirectional spin Hall magnetoresistance (USMR) mechanism47,48 267 

(Supplementary 11 and Fig. S11). 𝐽𝑠𝑤  is estimated to be ~11.0 MA/cm2 using the parallel resistor 268 

model.  269 

We also performed SHH measurements on the PMA samples, as detailed in 270 

Supplementary 13 and Fig. s13. The magnitude of the SHH resistance (𝑅𝑥𝑦2𝜔)  is not symmetric at 271 

up and down magnetizations when the field is swept along y-axis. If there were only 𝝉𝑭𝑳 and 𝝉𝑶𝒆 272 

present in MP samples, the magnitude and field dependence of 𝑅𝑥𝑦2𝜔 would remain the same since 273 

the spin-orbit field associated to them is independent of the magnetization polarity as in the case 274 

of Ta/CoFeB/MgO23. The spin-orbit field associated with 𝝉𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒙   (𝑯𝑨𝑫𝑳,𝒙 ~(�̂�𝑥 × �̂�)) switches 275 
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sign as the magnetization switches sign, which results in the unequal and different field 276 

dependence of 𝑅𝑥𝑦2𝜔. This clearly shows the presence of torque generated by �̂�𝑥 in MP samples. 277 𝜃𝑥𝑒𝑓𝑓,  𝜃𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓, and 𝜃𝐹𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 of the MP10/Co1 sample (MP12/Co1 sample) are 0.023 ± 0.001 (0.040 ± 278 

0.003), 0.24 ± 0.02 (0.32 ± 0.03), and  0.03 ± 0.001 (0.12 ± 0.01), respectively. These values are 279 

comparable to the SHH-measured SOT efficiencies of IMA MP10 and MP12 samples.  280 

 281 

Fig. 4: Effect of (114) texture on the spin polarization. a, The calculated band structure of 282 

stoichiometric MnPd3 at room temperature. b, c, and d, The calculated 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦 , and 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑧  as a 283 

function of energy for MnPd3 (114) film, where the  x axis is oriented along the [4̅01] direction. 284 

We explain the appearance of the non-vanishing �̂�𝑥 and �̂�𝑧 in terms the contribution from 285 

grains of different orientations in our polycrystalline MnPd3 films. MnPd3 has crystal space 286 

group I4/mmm [32]. If the film was monocrystalline and (001) oriented with the charge current 287 

flowing along the [100] direction (the x-direction), only the conventional spin Hall conductivity 288 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦  (where the spin current flows along the [001] direction (the z-direction) normal to the charge 289 

current and has spin polarization along the [010] direction (the y-direction)), would be allowed 290 
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due to the (001) plane being invariant to all symmetry operations of this space group. In a 291 

polycrystalline film, however, other crystal orientations with lower symmetries contribute to the 292 

spin Hall conductivity. For example, the (114) plane corresponding to the dominant texture of 293 

our films (reflected by the strongest XRD peak in Fig. 1 (b)) is only invariant with respect to 294 

mirror symmetry 𝑀[1̅10] and two-fold rotation 𝐶[1̅10]. This allows the appearance of 295 

unconventional components of the spin Hall conductivity tensor, such as 𝜎𝑧𝑥 𝑥  and 𝜎𝑧𝑥 𝑧 , where the 296 

spin polarization is parallel to the direction of the spin current or the charge current. Moreover, in 297 

a polycrystalline film, the current direction itself varies with respect to the high symmetry 298 

directions of different grains, which also influences the shape of the spin Hall conductivity 299 

tensor. These aspects have been discussed in Ref. [15]. 300 

To quantitatively evaluate the contribution from this mechanism, we perform first-principles 301 

density functional theory calculations of spin Hall conductivity of bulk MnPd3 assuming a room-302 

temperature paramagnetic phase. Figure 4a shows the calculated band structure of MnPd3. There 303 

are several bands crossing the Fermi level (EF), indicating the metallic ground state. The small 304 

gaps between the bands near EF are favorable for the sizable spin Hall conductivity49, which is 305 

given by50 306 

𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑒2ℏ ∫ 𝑑3�⃗� (2𝜋)3 ∑ 𝑓𝑛�⃗� Ω𝑛,𝑖𝑗𝑘 (�⃗� )𝑛  ,     (3) 307 

Ω𝑛,𝑖𝑗𝑘 (�⃗� ) = −2𝐼𝑚∑ ⟨𝑛�⃗� |𝐽𝑖𝑘|𝑛′�⃗� ⟩⟨𝑛′�⃗� |𝑣𝑗|𝑛�⃗� ⟩(𝐸𝑛�⃗⃗� −𝐸𝑛′�⃗⃗� )2𝑛′≠ 𝑛  ,   (4),  308 

where 𝑓𝑛�⃗�  is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for band n and wave vector �⃗�  , Ω𝑛,𝑖𝑗𝑘 (�⃗� ) is the 309 

spin Berry curvature, 𝐽𝑖𝑘 = 12{𝑣𝑖 , 𝑠𝑘} is the spin current operator, 𝑣𝑖 and  𝑠𝑘 are velocity and spin 310 

operators, respectively, and 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 =  𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧. As expected, for MnPd3 textured in the (001) plane, 311 
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only the conventional 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦  is non-vanishing (Table 2 in Supplementary 13). However, for the 312 

dominant (114) stacking texture, the unconventional spin Hall conductivities (𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑥  and 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑧 ) 313 

emerge (Table 2 in Supplementary 13).  Figures 4b-d show the calculated spin Hall 314 

conductivities for MnPd3 (114) film as a function of energy when the charge current flows along 315 

the [4̅01] direction (the x-direction). We find a high conventional 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦 ~1744 ( ℏ2𝑒)(Ω cm)−1
 and 316 

sizable unconventional conductivities 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑥 ~ 279 ( ℏ2𝑒)(Ω cm)−1
 and 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑧  ~ 166 ( ℏ2𝑒)(Ω cm)−1

 at 317 

the Fermi energy. It is evident that the 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑥  and 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑧  values are approximately an order of 318 

magnitude smaller than 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦 , which is consistent with our experimental observation. Similarly, 319 

other MnPd3 grains with different orientations can also contribute to the unconventional spin 320 

Hall conductivity. 321 

In summary, we studied anti-damping spin-orbit torques generated by the �̂�𝑥, �̂�𝑦, and  �̂�𝑧 322 

in MnPd3/ferromagnet heterostructure. At least two independent characterizations were 323 

performed to verify the presence of torques. DFT simulations confirmed the low crystal 324 

symmetry present in the (114) oriented MnPd3 thin films as the origin of the observed 325 

unconventional SOTs.  We demonstrated successful growth of conductive MnPd3 thin films with 326 

high 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑦 , and 𝜎𝑧𝑥𝑧  after post annealing at 400 ℃ for half an hour. Complete external 327 

magnetic field-free switching of both IMA and PMA were realized. The observed SOTs were 328 

robust against thermal treatment, and compatible with low damping constant of CoFeB even 329 

after post annealing. All of these are key factors for the integration of a practical spin current 330 

source based on MnPd3 into next generation of SOT-based spintronics devices.  331 

 332 
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Methods 483 

Sample growth and thin film characterization 484 

Manganese Palladium (MnPd3) thin films for the magneto-transport, SOT 485 

characterization, and magnetization switching were grown on Si/SiO2 substrate at room 486 

temperature by sputtering a composite MnPd2  (99.99% pure) target in AJA sputtering system51 487 

with a base pressure of 2.0×10-8 Torr. MnPd3, CoFeB, Pt, and Ta were dc sputtered at 25 W 488 

power with deposition rates 0.27, 0.056, 0.27, and 0.07 Å/s, respectively. The MgO layer was rf 489 

sputtered at 50 W power with a deposition rate of 0.013 Å/s.  490 

The thin section for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was prepared by the focus 491 

ion beam with FEI Helios Nanolab 66051. The TEM analysis was carried out by a Hitachi HF-492 

5000 equipped with a probe aberration corrector, under 200 kV. Bright field (BF), secondary 493 

electron (SE) and Annular (both medium and high angle) dark field (ADF) images were captured 494 

simultaneously in scanning TEM (STEM) mode. High resolution energy dispersive X-ray 495 

spectroscopy (EDS) mapping and line scan were performed by an Oxford Instruments large solid 496 

angle (2.0 sr) dual windowless detectors51.   497 

Device fabrication and electrical characterization 498 

The multilayer thin films were patterned into Hall bars for the quantum transport, SHH, 499 

and magnetization switching experiments using an optical lithography process. The width and 500 

length of Hall bar was 10 μm and length 130 μm, respectively. The separation between the Hall-501 

crosses in Hall bar device is 37 μm. For the ST-FMR measurement thin films were patterned into 502 

rectangular strips of dimension 25-30 μm length and width, respectively. After the first step of 503 

photolithography, the Ar ion mill was used to define the device geometry. Ti (10 nm)/Au (150 504 
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nm) thick electrical contacts were deposited after the second step of lithography using KJL e-505 

beam evaporator. A physical property measurement system (PPMS)51 was used to measure the 506 

electrical properties. Two Lockins SR83051 and 6221 current source51 were used to probe first 507 

and second harmonic voltage and supply current, respectively. An Agilent HP 83620B51 was 508 

used to supply the r.f. current for the ST-FMR measurements. The d.c. voltage was measured 509 

with a Keithley 2000 multi-meter51.  510 



Figures

Figure 1

Characterization of MnPd3 thin �lm: a, Schematic diagram of D023 MnPd3 unit cell. b, XRD of
Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (50 nm) �lm, post-annealed at 400 ºC for 30 min. c, Cross-section TEM image of
Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (10 nm)/CoFeB (5 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm) sample. d, Four terminal resistance as a
function of temperature of Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (10 nm) sample.



Figure 2

SOT characterization using Second Harmonic Hall (SHH) technique on Si/SiO2/MnPd3 (x nm)/CoFeB (5
nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Ta (2 nm): a, Schematic diagram showing in-plane charge current generated spin
current with spin polarizations along three axes. The red spheres represent electrons and yellow arrows
represent spin magnetic moment, respectively. b, and c, 1 and 2, respectively, as a function of in-
plane magnetic �eld rotation at a �xed amplitude of 200 mT in MP12 sample. d, e, and f, Effective spin
torque e�ciency due to the in-plane anti-damping-like, in-plane and out-of-plane anti-damping-like and
�eld-like torques, respectively, as a function of MnPd3 �lm thickness. The Hall bar device used for this
measurement was 10 µm wide and 130 µm long, respectively.



Figure 3

Demonstration of external magnetic �eld-free out-of-plane magnetization switching via z-spin
polarization generated anti-damping spin-orbit torque: a, The anomalous Hall resistance as a function of
out-of-plane external �eld. b, Switching of perpendicular Co layer via SOT under the application of -8 mT
and -20 mT along x-direction for MP (10 nm)/Co (1 nm) and MP (12 nm)/Co (1 nm) samples,
respectively. c, and d, Field-free perpendicular Co layer switching via out-of-plane anti-damping-like torque
generated by z-spin polarization. The Hall bar with a length of 130 μm and a width of 10 μm was used for
the magnetization switching experiment.



Figure 4

Effect of (114) texture on the spin polarization. a, The calculated band structure of stoichiometric MnPd3
at room temperature. b, c, and d, The calculated , , and  as a function of energy for MnPd3
(114) �lm, where the x axis is oriented along the [01] direction.
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